
Commercial Collection
OVER 120 YEARS OF BED MAKING EXPERTISE
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Better Sleep
120 YEARS IN  THE MAKING

At A.H. Beard, we believe that good beds make great business. Today’s travellers 
want a sanctuary away from home where they can enjoy an incredible night’s 
sleep. And with the rise of online recommendations, it only takes a few clicks to 
find out which hotels care as much about sleep as they do. 

Sleep is our passion
As leading experts in the commercial bedding industry, we know that the perfect 
sleep retreat starts with a superb bed – but it doesn’t end there. That’s why 
we offer a complete sleep system, with a variety of base options, roll-away and 
metal frame beds, trundles, pillows and mattress toppers.

Tailored for you
We work with all types of properties - from small motels to many of Australia’s 
premier resorts - to find the bedding solution that best meets their needs and 
budget. If you can’t find what you’re looking for within our range, talk to our team 
about a bespoke bedding solution for your property.

All our beds combine quality craftsmanship with the latest technology to deliver 
unparalleled comfort and support, and are rigorously tested to withstand the 
pressures of a commercial environment.

Try it for yourself
Unsure if A.H. Beard beds are right for your accommodation? Our consultation 
team would be happy to advise on product specifications and features, and let 
you experience an A.H. Beard bed for yourself through our sampling program.

Join our satisfied customers
We proudly supply Australia and New Zealand’s best-known hotels and  
luxury resorts, as well as small establishments, student and employee  
accommodation, including:

• Art Series
• Rydges
• QT
• Saffire
• One & Only Wolgan Valley 
• Elements of Byron Mayfair
• The Old Clare
• Deco Hotel
• Sky City

• Stamford Plaza 
• Avenue Hotel 
• Jackalope
• Jonah’s
• Event Hospitality
• ALH Nightcap Hotels
• Australian Department of Defence
• Mining accommodation 
• University housing
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The A.H. Beard 
Difference
We’re a proud family-owned Australian company with over 120 years of helping 
people get a better night’s sleep. Five generations of the Beard family have been 
committed to providing superior quality, comfort, innovation and service, to 
ensure we remain leaders in our field.

All A.H. Beard mattresses are made in our seven factories across Australia and 
New Zealand by a team of over 400 dedicated and highly skilled people. As a 
valued A.H. Beard Commercial customer, you will receive guaranteed before and 
after-sales support from a specialist team, wherever you are located.

Support recommended by the experts
King Koil Commercial by A.H. Beard mattress feature 
our innovative Reflex support technology. Reflex 
responds to each sleeper’s unique size and shape to 
deliver the level of support their body needs. Primary 
coils provide all over support and pressure relief, 
while additional Active coils respond to provide extra 
support where it is needed most.

Each spring is encased within its own fabric pocket so 
that it responds independently to body movements 
and minimises motion transfer. That means each 
sleeper is far less likely to be woken up by a restless 
partner and can enjoy a deeper, more restful sleep.

King Koil mattresses featuring Reflex technology are 
the only ones recommended by the experts at the 
International Chiropractors Association.

A healthier choice
A healthy sleep environment is crucial for a restful 
sleep. A.H. Beard mattresses are the only ones 
approved by the National Asthma Council of Australia 
and Respiratory Foundation of New Zealand to carry 
the Sensitive Choice blue butterfly symbol. That’s 
because they provide long-term protection against 
dust mites and their allergens, mould and bacteria, so 
your guests can breathe and rest easy.
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Better for the 
Environment

Environmentally friendly EvoFoam
A.H. Beard chooses to use EvoFoam in our mattresses, 
which provides greater levels of comfort and 
consistency, while being kind to the environment.

EvoFoam is made using the world’s most advanced 
foam-making process, Variable Pressure Foaming (VPF) 
Technology. Unlike traditional foam manufacturing, VPF 
technology does not use potentially harmful chemical 
additives as blowing agents to create the foam’s open 
cell structure. EvoFoam is made in a totally enclosed 
chamber, preventing the escape of emissions into 
the environment. The result is a healthier foam with 
virtually zero emissions – no CFCs or CO  - that offers 
superior comfort and resilience to other Australian-
made conventional foams.

Mattress Recycling
At A.H. Beard, we are committed to reducing our 
environmental footprint and safeguarding our planet’s 
future. In Australia, we are a proud founding partner of a 
national not-for-profit scheme that diverts end-of-life 
mattresses from landfill and recovers components for 
recycling. Through the program, steel springs can be 
recycled into roof sheeting, mattress foam into carpet 
underlay and fabrics into acoustic panelling and more.

As a not-for-profit social enterprise, the scheme 
provides employment opportunities for people who 
have experienced barriers to employment.

Speak to your A.H. Beard representative about mattress 
recycling services in your area.
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Please refer to the table on pages 24-25 for features by model.

Platinum Ultra

Designed to deliver the most restful sleep imaginable, the Platinum Ultra range 
combines sumptuous, breathable materials with our patented Reflex Platinum 

support system to provide unparalleled comfort and minimal partner disturbance.

TE
N YEAR

G

UARANTEE

HUNTER •  TAMAR •  COONAWARRA

Reflex Platinum Support System responds to each person’s unique size and shape to 
deliver the level of support their body needs. Primary coils offer all-over support and 
pressure relief, while additional Active coils provide extra support where required. Each 
spring is individually enclosed in a perforated casing to increase breathability for a 
healthier sleep environment.

Premium woven fabric with Tencel® wicks away moisture for a cool and comfortable 
sleeping environment. Tencel® is a natural fibre derived from eucalyptus trees that 
minimises the growth of bacteria.

Body-conforming Gel evenly distributes weight across the sleep surface 
and conforms to the body to deliver pressure-relieving comfort. Its unique structure 
increases breathability and airflow (Coonawarra only).

AeroQuilt advanced comfort technology provides breathable, pressure-relieving 
comfort that is more resistant to body impressions.

Generous layers of Comfort Foam made from environmentally friendly EvoFoam 
deliver pressure-relieving comfort to minimise tossing and turning.

Talalay latex provides breathable, pressure-relieving comfort and reduces partner 
disturbance. It is naturally hypoallergenic and antimicrobial (Hunter only).

Mini Comfort Coils conform to the body to provide additional comfort and pressure-
relief (Tamar only).

Encased in a Performa Edge Support – a high-density foam edge that provides a 
larger sleeping surface and a stronger mattress edge.

Platinum Ultra Features
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Please refer to the table on pages 24-25 for features by model.

Platinum

Advanced support technology and premium comfort materials combine to  
create a five-star sleep experience your guests will keep coming back for.

TE
N YEAR

G

UARANTEE

REACTOR •  RESPONSE •  EXPERIENCE •  SUPREME •  COMFORT •  DUO

Reflex Advance Support System responds to each sleeper’s size and 
shape. The Primary Coils gently conform to the body, while additional Active Coils 
provide extra support where it’s needed most.

Premium fire retardant stretch knit fabric with Adaptive® temperature regulating 
technology responds to body temperature to help keep guests cool and dry while 
they sleep.

AeroQuilt advanced comfort technology provides breathable, pressure-relieving 
comfort that is more resistant to body impressions.

Generous layers of Comfort Foam made from environmentally friendly EvoFoam 
deliver pressure-relieving comfort to minimise tossing and turning.

Talalay latex provides breathable, pressure-relieving comfort and reduces partner 
disturbance. It is naturally hypoallergenic and antimicrobial.

Mini Comfort Coils conform to the body to provide additional comfort and  
pressure-relief.

Encased in a Performa Edge Support – a high-density foam edge that provides a 
larger sleeping surface and a stronger mattress edge.

Platinum Features

Premium Fire-Retardant Stretch Knit fabric meets AS1530.3.

Also available in cushion top
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Please refer to the table on pages 24-25 for features by model.

Executive

Created with the seasoned traveller in mind, the Executive range offers  
supremely comfortable and supportive beds that will have your guests  
waking up feeling refreshed, re-energised and ready to take on the day.

TE
N YEAR

G

UARANTEE

PENTHOUSE •  SUPREME •  PLUSH •  EXECUTIVE •  DUO

Conforma Coil three-zone support system features firmer coils in the 
middle third of the mattress to provide additional support in the lumbar region. Pocket 
coils conform to the sleeper’s body shape to provide enhanced support and pressure 
relief, and minimise partner disturbance.

AeroQuilt advanced comfort technology provides breathable, 
pressure-relieving comfort that is more resistant to body signatures.

Generous layers of Comfort Foam made from environmentally friendly EvoFoam 
deliver pressure-relieving comfort to minimise tossing and turning.

Talalay latex provides breathable, pressure-relieving comfort and reduces partner 
disturbance. It is naturally hypoallergenic and antimicrobial.

Ultraloft cushioning comfort layer provides exceptional comfort and resilience.

Premium Fire-Retardant Stretch Knit fabric meets AS1530.3.

Encased in a Performa Edge Support – a high-density foam edge that provides a 
larger sleeping surface and a stronger mattress edge.

Executive Features

Also available in cushion top
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Please refer to the table on pages 24-25 for features by model.

Voyager

Innovative bedding designs that provide guests with comfort and  
support, while offering superior performance and durability.

FI
VE YEAR

G

UARANTEE

SUPREME •  P ILLOW TOP •  PLUSH •  VOYAGER •  DUO

Generous layers of Comfort Foam made from environmentally friendly EvoFoam 
deliver pressure-relieving comfort to minimise tossing and turning.

Ultraloft cushioning comfort layer provides exceptional comfort and resilience.

Premium Fire-Retardant Stretch Knit fabric meets AS1530.3.

Profile Edge Support consisting of firmer springs around the perimeter of the mattress 
to maximise the sleep surface and create a stronger edge.

Conforma Coil support system features individually wrapped pocket coils that 
conform to the sleeper’s body shape to provide enhanced support and pressure relief, 
and minimise partner disturbance.

Voyager Features

Also available in cushion top
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Please refer to the table on pages 24-25 for features by model.

Traveller

Great-value bedding that provides all the comfort, support, and durability  
you would expect from Australia and New Zealand’s leading mattress brand. 

SUPREME •  FL IP  FREE •  P ILLOW TOP •  CUSHION TOP •  DUO

Durable Comfort Foam layers made from environmentally friendly EvoFoam deliver 
body-conforming comfort and pressure relief to minimise tossing and turning.

Ultraloft cushioning comfort layer provides exceptional comfort and resilience.

Premium Fire-Retardant Stretch Knit fabric meets AS1530.3.

Profile Edge Support consisting of firmer springs around the perimeter of the mattress 
to maximise the sleep surface and create a stronger edge.

Contour Coil 3 Zone support system features firmer coils in the middle third of the 
mattress to provide additional support in the lumbar region.

Traveller Features

FI
VE YEAR

G

UARANTEE

Also available in cushion top
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ENHANCE THEIR  STAY WITH AN 

Adjustable Base
Features
AT A GLANCE

Creating a sanctuary for your guests is about more than just a great quality mattress. Why not create a personalised 
space where guests can rest, relax and recharge exactly the way they like? With an adjustable base, guests can find 
their ideal sleep position, relax in comfort, or enjoy a soothing massage.

For more info on our different models, download our adjustable base brochure at ahbeard.com.

Take the pressure off
When watching TV, reading a book or simply 
taking time out, raising both back and legs 
in the Zero-G position helps to alleviate 
pressure on the lower back and spine. The 
perfect way for guests to unwind at the end 
of a long day.

Take the pressure off
When watching TV, reading a book or simply 
taking time out, raising both back and legs 
in the Zero-G position helps to alleviate 
pressure on the lower back and spine. The 
perfect way for guests to unwind at the end 
of a long day.

Breathe easy
Raising the head slightly helps open up the 
airways, which can reduce snoring and ease 
symptoms of acid reflux.

Relax
Elevating the legs can help to reduce 
swelling, relieve lower back pain and 
promote good circulation.

*Adjustable leg pieces can be used individually or combined for a greater height.

Head and Foot Articulation

Wireless Remote with Flashlight

Pre-set Positions

Memory Button

Massage

Bluetooth Connectivity

USB Port

Lighting

Full Bed Lift and Incline

Lumbar Support

Clip Locks / Retainer Bar

Wall Saver

Headboard Compatible

Adjustable Leg Type

Adjustable Leg Heights*

Weight Capacity

10 Year Guarantee

Uplift Enrich Invigorate Enliven Refresh

Flat / Zero G / Quiet Sleep

Underbed lighting, floor strip  
& remote flashlight

Tapered Wooden Legs

2 piece leg  
7.5cm / 12.5cm

2 piece leg  
10cm /  
12.5cm

340kg400kg 340kg

3 piece leg  
5cm / 6.5cm / 

12.5cm

340kg400kg

Metal Cylinder Legs

Flat / Zero G

Remote Flashlight
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STYL ISH & PRACTICAL 

Base Options

Standard Base

Specially deigned to provide optimum 
support for your A.H. Beard mattress and 
built to last for years of comfort. Available 
in a variety of fabrics and colours.

Low Profile Base

A low-profile base can be used under any 
mattress and makes a great choice for 
rooms with a low ceiling as it will maximise 
the sense of height and spaciousness.

Drawer Base

Bost storage without cluttering up the 
room with a smart and practical drawer 
base. Drawers hold up to 30kg and have 
a recessed, upholstered drawer front so 
they can be pulled out with ease. Drawer 
options are available for all bed sizes.

Trundle

Comfortably cater for extra guests with 
this single bed frame that has a hidden 
trundle in the base. The rollaway bed 
features heavy-duty wheels for easy 
manoeuvrability so that an extra sleeping 
space can be set up in seconds.

Floating Designer Base

Give the bed a chic, tailored finish with 
a floating designer base. The legs are 
tucked away almost out of sight, so the 
base appears to float in mid-air.

Rollsaway

Add an extra bed in minutes with the 
Rollsaway. This compact and lightweight 
single bed features a stylish, upholstered 
finish atop a sturdy steel frame that has 
been tested to withstand up to 300kg. 
It is quick to assemble and has high-
quality, multi-directional castors and two 
Velcro straps to keep the mattress firmly 
in position so that the bed can be stored 
upright fully made up.

We offer a range of stylish and practical base, bedhead and bed options in different 
fabrics and fittings to suit your guests’ needs and your hotel aesthetic. 

Please refer to pages 22-23 for the bedhead and bed options and the full range of fabric and fitting options.
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STYL ISH & PRACTICAL 

Bedhead Options
PRACTICAL 

Bed Options

BASE & BEDHEAD 

Fabric Options
COMPLETE THE BED SET UP WITH 

Fittings Options

Traveller Bedhead

Add a touch of sophistication to each 
room with a bedhead to complement 
your chosen base. Our Traveller Bedhead 
is a stylish, upholstered design that 
comes in a wide variety of on-trend 
fabrics. It is fitted with brackets to easily 
attach it to the bed base. Available in two 
height options: 1180mm and 1430mm.

Split King

Split King beds give you flexibility to 
cater to individual guests’ needs. In just 
seconds, convert a king-size ensemble 
into two separate long single beds and 
configure the room to their requirements.
All models from the Platinum Ultra, 
Platinum, Executive, Voyager and Traveller 
ranges are available in split king. 

Choose from:
Ezi-Join Zip closure – provides the 
closest feeling to a true king-size 
mattress and has no additional parts that 
can get lost.
Velcro Ezi-Join system – a practical 
solution that makes connecting and 
separating beds an easy, one-person task.

Traveller Deluxe Bedhead

For the ultimate in elegance add 
a Traveller Deluxe Bedhead to any 
ensemble. It features chic button-tufted 
detailing and is available in a range of 
stylish upholstery fabrics. It is fitted with 
brackets to easily attach it to the bed 
base. Available in two height options: 
1180mm and 1430mm.

Topper

Enhance the comfort of a split king bed 
with a sumptuous mattress topper, 
designed to fit all split king beds in our 
Commercial collection.

Nero SmokeZinc Oyster

ADONIS

Black GreyCharcoal Brown

ICELAND

LUNAR

Shadow DenimLinen NaturalGraphite Platinum

Leg & Glide 
7.5cm

Leg & Glide 
10cm

Leg and Castor 
10cm

Leg and Castor 
7.5cm

Complete your ultimate bed set-up with our quality glides and castors. 
We offer a variety of fittings and finishes to suit your needs and décor.
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Range
OVERVIEW

MATTRESS CONSTRUCTION

Single Sided

Double Sided

Pillow Top

Cushion Top

COMFORT LEVEL

Plush 

Gentle

Medium

Firm

FABRIC

Premium damask with Tencel®

Fire Retardant Premium knit with Adaptive®

Fire retardant premium knit

Fire retadant knit

Fire retadant woven

COMFORT

Talalay latex

Mini comfort coils

Gel

AeroComfort and AeroQuilt

Premium comfort foams

Quilting comfort foam

Wool Ultraloft fibre

Ultraloft fibre

SUPPORT

Reflex Platinum 

Reflex Advance

Conforma Coil 3 Zone

Conforma Coil 

Contour Coil 3 Zone

EDGE SUPPORT

Performa Edge

Profile Edge

BASE & FITTINGS

Premium timber platform base 

Leg and caster 7.5cm

DIMENSIONS (cm)

Mattress height

Base height

Leg and caster height

Total ensemble height

36

25

7.5

68.5

34

25

7.5

66.5

33

25

7.5

65.5

30

25

7.5

62.5

32

25

7.5

64.5

32

25

7.5

64.5

33

25

7.5

65.5

28

25

7.5

60.5

32

25

7.5

64.5

28

25

7.5

60.5

28

25

7.5

60.5

32

25

7.5

64.5

32

25

7.5

64.5

32

25

7.5

64.5

32

25

7.5

64.5

32

25

7.5

64.5

27

25

7.5

59.5

24

25

7.5

56.5

24

25

7.5

56.5

20

25

7.5

52.5

28

25

7.5

64.5

22

25

7.5

54.5

22

25

7.5

54.5

25

25

7.5

57.5

PLATINUM ULTRA PLATINUM EXECUTIVE VOYAGER TRAVELLER
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SINGLE 
920 x 1880mm

LONG DOUBLE 
1370 x 2030mm

AUS KING /  
NZ SUPER KING 
1830 x 2030mm

LONG SINGLE 
920 x 2030mm

QUEEN
1530 x 2030mm

AUS SPLIT KING /  
NZ SUPER SPLIT KING

1840 x 2030mm

AUS SUPER KING / NZ 
CALIFORNIA KING
2030 x 2030mm

DOUBLE 
1370 x 1880mm

KING SINGLE 
1070 x 2030mm

NZ KING*
1680 x 2030mm

*NZ King size is only available in New Zealand

A.H. Beard Reflex, Contour Coil and EvoFoam are registered trademarks of A.H. Beard Pty Ltd. 
King Koil is a registered trademark of King Koil Licensing Company and used under license.
Adaptive is a registered trademark of HeiQ Materials AG. 
Tencel is a registered trademark of Lenzig Aktiengesellschaft

OVER 120 YEARS OF 

Bed Making Experience
MATTRESS & BASE 

Size Chart

 As a fifth-generation family-owned business, 
family has always been at our core.

Since Enoch William Beard began making  
straw-filled palliasses and tufted horsehair 
mattresses back in 1899, each generation has 
embraced the family trade and introduced 
new techniques and innovations to advance 
the business. And most importantly, they have 
passed on their passion for helping people get a 
better night’s sleep to the next generation.

Today, fourth-generation brothers Garry and 
Allyn lead a dedicated team charged with 
creating the best sleep experience available. 
Working alongside them are members of the 
fifth-generation, who bring enthusiasm, ideas 
and a commitment to lay the foundations of 
success for future generations.
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To find out more, contact us

AU: 1300 654 000 | NZ: 0800 242 327
commercial@ahbeard.com

ahbeardcommercial.com


